
 

 A n n a l s  f r o m  t h e  A r c h i v e s  

—When Sr. Marie Augusta Neal and Sr. Mary McLeish met at the first session of the 1967-1968 General Chapter of the Sisters 

of Notre Dame de Namur, it brought about much good for the mission at Embakwe, in what was then Rhodesia. When Sr. Mary 

told Sr. Marie Augusta about her needs for the Mission School, Sr. Marie Augusta aided in sending an Emmanuel graduate to 

teach at Embakwe in September of 1968. And as Sr. Mary reported, “she [the Emmanuel graduate] has brought a new breath 

of life into our work with her gaiety, unselfishness and her modern approach to life and its difficulties. . .We can never thank 

Sister Marie Augusta enough for her part in this venture which promises to be a yearly event. . .“ 

     With such a beginning, Sr. Mary McLeish was eager to have more Emmanuel students assist at the mission. Even so, she  

recognized the sacrifice those students would have to make. The mission struggled financially, because their students were 

”coloured” or of mixed race and because of that, they were the poorest of the poor. In addition, the mission was far from any 

town, offering teachers or volunteers few amenities. The stipend for the volunteers was minimal, though as Sr. Mary McLeish 

pointed out, “they have practically no expenses,” due, of course, to the fact that there was no place to go to spend any  

earnings. During the first months with L.R. [the first Emmanuel graduate to help at the mission], Sr. Mary McLeish worried 

about L.R.’s experiences, so much so that she asked her “to tell me honestly what she thought. Did she have scope and did she 

feel the services she was doing was worth the sacrifice entailed and she said, yes.”  

     Immediately after this letter, Sr. Marie Augusta wrote to Embakwe, “Help! We now have three girls who would like to come to 

Rhodesia next year. I do not know if all three girls will survive so let me know as soon as possible how many will fit your  

programs. . . . Please ask [L.R. the first volunteer] to get a letter off to me with as frank a statement as she can make as to who 

should come and what kind of training they should have, ideally, practically and actually.”  

     In Sr. Mary’s next letter to Sr. Marie Augusta, she hinted at trouble coming for the Mission, as well as for all of Rhodesia. In 

1969, the Rhodesian government passed the Rhodesian Land Tenure Act, which was meant to overturn the 1930 Land  

Apportionment Act. The 1930 law gave to the white minority almost half of the country’s land. It also made it illegal for Africans 

to purchase land outside of the established Native Purchase areas and created the Tribal Trust Lands. Though the 1969 Act 

was an attempt to make things more equal between white and Black farmers, in reality the white farmers [about 4% of the  

population] still owned almost half of the land, which generally was more fertile than what Black farmers worked. 

     Sister Mary wrote in January 1969 that, “Things are tightening up here. The latest regulation is no multiracial gatherings in 

Government schools or buildings. Our priests said Mass in Plumtree in the school there and this is no longer allowed.”  
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     The Embakwe Mission received the next three Emmanuel graduates at the beginning of their school year, in July 1969, 

just as tensions were increasing. At that time, Sr. Mary McLeish was visiting her family in Scotland. By the time of her return 

to Embakwe in September, the three young women, F.O., A.D., and M.D., had settled into the rhythm of work at the Mission 

school.  Just after her arrival at Embakwe, Sr. Mary wrote that, “They seem very much at home, in fact I feel the newcomer. . 

. They are really doing very good work and have good contacts with everyone.” And then Sr. Mary explained that, “The  

situation among the Africans is grim. Government regulations limit the number of Africans in an area, therefore some have 

to go. Those who stay have to sign a lease stating that they will limit their cattle to seven and cultivate a certain amount of 

land. . . it also seems that when the holder of the lease dies, his whole family must move from the Mission.” Her letter  

continued with more than a little despair as she said, “All this makes me question our whole approach to mission work. . . “ 

     By October of 1969, Sr. Mary reported that, “We are fast moving toward South African policies. There is a law eliminating 

Mission land. Ours could be declared European in which case it would be sold to some European farmers and the Africans 

will have to move.” In contrast to this depressing piece of news, Sr. Mary wrote about the Confirmation just held and that, 

“the girls asked to have F.O. and M.D. as sponsors. They were very happy about it.” 

     Soon after, Sr. Marie Augusta sent some rather exciting news to everyone in Embakwe, “I have just finally decided to 

come to South Africa to do the study Mother Xavier requested. Her plan asks me to come at Christmas to study the country 

for a few weeks before setting up the plan of study. . . . Talked with Prof. Glock at Berkeley [Charles Glock, Chair of Sociology 

Dept. Berkeley] about the feasibility of taking on S.A. . . .We all need the sociological experience of cultures different from 

our own to deal well and seriously with the enormous problems of social change facing us today. . . .Please tell the girls 

[Emmanuel volunteers]. I had a good letter from M. D. They seem so very happy.” 

     The news that Sr. Marie Augusta was going to Africa prompted a letter from F. O. who wrote, “Wait till you see the glorious 

sunsets and see the size of the caterpillars. Will you have a chance to see Embakwe? I hope so. It is too bad you won’t be 

here to meet some of the kids—such very fine people (big and little, bright and way out.) They have taught me a great deal—

one thing being the definite decision to go on teaching.” 

     With the unlikeliness of any Emmanuel graduates going to Embakwe in the summer of 1970, Sr. Mary wrote, “I spoke to 

the girls about staying another year and they seem torn in two ways. I will get them to write to you this week.” Presented 

with the request to stay another year, one of the graduates, F.O., wrote to Sr. Marie Augusta immediately, agonized by her 

decision. “For so many reasons, more and more as the days speed by, I do not want to go. I do so love this whole crazy 

place. . .” But her worry for her mother, forced F.O. to think again. “This year has been such a tremendous one for me,  

sacrifices such as those small ones would be far outweighed by the inevitable tremendousness of another year at  

Embakwe. Feeling a need here, I could easily ask myself to ‘sacrifice’ a bit. But I feel I have no right, after the countless 

things she has done for me, to ask my mother to sacrifice for me.” F. O. ultimately decided to return home at the end of 

June, as did A. D. and M. D. But as F.O. wrote to Sr. Marie Augusta not long before her departure for the U.S., “So send more 

lucky people to Embakwe. Do have them plan on at least two years. Do tell them, please, that it may well be the best, most 

rewarding, most frustrating, silliest, realest years of their life.”  

     Though no students were able to make the journey to Embakwe in July of 1970, two Emmanuel volunteers [A.D. and 

M.D.] hoped they would be able return to the Mission in 1971.  

 

**Note: Because I was unable to locate any of the Emmanuel graduates who volunteered at the Embakwe Mission to  

obtain permission to use their names here and in the next article, I have used only their middle and last initials to  

identify them.  
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